
 

AWANA  STANDARDS  FOR  LISTENING  TO  SECTIONS 
(To be followed by ALL leaders & listeners who are listening to clubbers passing their sections.) 

 

 

Reasons for Standards: 

1. So clubbers will remember what they have memorized when they reach adulthood. 

2. Standards make award earning equally fair for all clubbers. 

 

 

THE  STANDARDS  ARE: 

1. All the recitation requirements of the entire section must be passed without looking at the book 

and all at one time.  (Don’t let the non-readers look at “pictures” of words to “read.”) 

2. The clubber is allowed two helps per section for recitation of all verses & references.  (In the 

case of an established slow learner, additional helps may only be given with much discretion and 

approval by a Director.)  If a third help is needed, clubbers can start over, from the beginning of the 

recitation portion of the section. 

3. Sections assigned to that date must be passed first.  Exceptions must be approved by Directors. 

 

 

SPECIFICS:   

• Priority 1:  Pass the section assigned to the date that night FIRST, before anything else is passed. 

Fill in the blanks and memorize at home before coming to Awana. 

• Priority 2:  AFTER that night’s verses are said and passed, the Clubber can make up any past 

sections.  All answers must be filled in & verses recited.  

• Priority 3:  AFTER that night’s verses are said and all past sections have been completed… 

 SPARKS – Can say any review from section passed two (2) weeks go or before. 

 T&T - Silver &/or Gold Extra Credit can be done on any pages up to that days date, in any order. 

 

 

TEACHING CHILDREN TO MEMORIZE  

1. Sub-divide the verse into phrases by putting a slash after the reference and at each punctuation in 

the verse.  If between punctuations the phrase has more than about eight words, find a good place to 

divide that phrase into two phrases of eight or less words. 

2. Now read the first phrase (the reference) five times, looking at each word and number ALL FIVE 

TIMES.  Now say the reference. 

3. Now read the next phrase five times, looking at each word All Five Times.  (You are trying to 

develop a mental picture of the words by looking at it five times.)  Now say that phrase you just 

read without looking. 

4. Now say everything up to the point (reference & first phrase).  Then add another phrase by reading 

it five times.  Say that phrase without looking.  Now say all you’ve worked on so far. 

5. If you make a mistake or get stuck, read the phrase that stops you five times.  Say the phrase 

without looking.  Say all you’ve worked on correctly.  Add a phrase, etc., etc. 


